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Abstract
Context-aware neural machine translation (NMT), which targets at translating sentences 
with contextual information, has attracted much attention recently. A key problem for 
context-aware NMT is to effectively encode and aggregate the contextual information. 
BERT (Devlin et al., in: NAACL, 2019) has been proven to be an effective feature extractor 
in natural language understanding tasks, but it has not been well studied in context-aware 
NMT. In this work, we conduct a study about leveraging BERT to encode the contextual 
information for NMT, and explore three commonly used methods to aggregate the contex-
tual features. We conduct experiments on five translation tasks and find that concatenat-
ing all contextual sequences as a longer one and then encoding it by BERT obtains the 
best translation results. Specifically, we achieved state-of-the-art BLEU scores on several 
widely investigated tasks, including IWSLT’14 German→English, News Commentary v11 
English→German translation and OpenSubtitle English→Russian translation.
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1 Introduction

Neural machine translation (briefly, NMT), which aims to translating sequences from a 
source language to a target language, has achieved great success  (Hassan et al., 2018; 
Ng et  al., 2019). Recently, a trend is to leverage contextual information (i.e., the sur-
rounding sentences of the one to be translated) to improve NMT  (Junczys-Dowmunt, 
2019; Zheng et  al., 2020; Xiong et  al., 2019b). Contextual information is available in 
many scenarios, e.g., translating news summaries, movie subtitles, dialog, etc. In other 
words, compared to traditional NMT, context-aware NMT takes the contextual informa-
tion as additional inputs. These additional inputs are only used to assist in the transla-
tion of the source sequences and do not need to be translated. An illustration is shown 
in Fig. 1. With the help of contextual information, the translation coherence for adjacent 
sentences (i.e., discourse coherence) can be improved (Voita et al., 2019; Xiong et al., 
2019a). A core problem of context-aware translation is how to encode and aggregate the 
contextual information effectively.

Pre-training methods like ELMo  (Peters et  al., 2018), BERT  (Devlin et  al., 2019), 
RoBERTa  (Liu et  al., 2019) and Electra  (Clark et  al., 2020) have demonstrated great 
success in natural language understanding (Devlin et al., 2019). While Zhu et al. (2020) 
has verified the effectiveness of applying BERT into conventional NMT, to the best of 
our knowledge, there is no extensive study on applying pre-trained models into con-
text-aware NMT. Therefore, we explore along this direction to use BERT to improve 
context-aware NMT. In particular, a pretrained BERT model is used as an additional 
encoder to encode contextual information (Zhang et al., 2018a; Miculicich et al., 2018; 
Voita et al., 2018), resulting in a group of features carrying contextual information.

We study three most common methods to aggregate the contextual features, and the 
illustration is shown in Fig. 2: 

(1) Concatenation mode (C-mode) Concatenate all contextual sentences as a longer 
one (Agrawal et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018b), and then feed it into BERT to get the 
contextual features.

(2) Flat mode (F-mode) Encode each contextual sentence independently using BERT, and 
concatenate their outputs as the contextual features (Maruf et al., 2019a).

(3) Hierarchical mode (H-mode) Aggregate the contextual features hierarchically (Micu-
licich et al., 2018; Maruf et al., 2019a), where the features obtained by scheme (2) are 
further processed by two levels of attention models (a word-level attention model and 
a sentence-level attention model).

Fig. 1  An illustration of context-aware NMT. Compared to traditional NMT, context-aware NMT uses con-
textual information as additional inputs to assist the translation of the source sequences
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We conduct experiments on five translation tasks. We first verify that using BERT as 
a contextual encoder can bring promising improvements over previous methods (see 
Table 5). Then we find that among different contextual feature aggregation mechanisms, 
concatenating all contextual sequences (i.e., C-mode) is the best choice in terms of transla-
tion accuracy. F-mode can achieve comparable performance to C-mode on several tasks 
with lower computational complexity. Compared to these two methods, H-mode has lim-
ited advantages. With our proposed context-aware NMT with BERT, we achieve state-of-
the-art BLEU scores on several widely investigated tasks, including IWSLT’14 German→
English, News Commentary v11 English→German translation and OpenSubtitle English→
Russian translation. We further conduct ablation study to verify that BERT is an effec-
tive contextual information encoder and can significantly help context-aware NMT (see 
Table 8).

The remaining part is organized as follows: Related work is introduced in Sect. 2. The 
network architecture and different ways to aggregate contextual information are described 
in Sect. 3. Experiments are summarized in Sects. 4 and 5 concludes this paper.

2  Related work

In this section, we introduce the related work on pre-training and context-aware neural 
machine translation.

2.1  Pre‑training approaches

Pre-training has a long history in machine learning. Pre-trained models can be used to 
extract features for the input data, and can be finetuned for specific downstream tasks (Ser-
manet et al., 2013; Girshick et al., 2014). In natural language processing (NLP), a com-
mon method of pre-training is to train a language model on a large-scale unlabelled cor-
pus  (Peters et  al., 2018; Radford et  al., 2018; Radford et  al., 2019; Devlin et  al., 2019; 
Lewis et  al., 2020). Specially, BERT  (Devlin et  al., 2019) is one of the most adopted 
approaches. It is pre-trained with Masked Language Modeling (MLM) task and Next Sen-
tence Prediction (NSP) task, and has been applied to different downstream tasks such as 
open-domain question answering (Yang et al., 2019b) and document classification (Adhi-
kari et al., 2019). Recently, the use of BERT in NMT has also been explored (Zhu et al., 
2020; Yang et al., 2019a). However, there is no extensive study on applying BERT or other 
pre-trained models into context-aware NMT. Another related work is mBART (Liu et al., 

Fig. 2  Different ways to encode contextual information. We take a two-sentence case as an example. The 
green and orange blocks represent [���] and [���] . The bottom row and top row denote input and output 
respectively. The input of (c) is the output of (b) (Color figure online)
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2020), a sequence-to-sequence model pretrained on large-scale monolingual corpora in 
multiple languages. It can be finetuned on downstream translation tasks and boost the per-
formance compared with traditional NMT. mBART can also be finetuned on context-aware 
NMT, where it translates the entire document instead of translating individual sentences 
with the help of the context. We show that our method outperforms mBART.

2.2  Context‑aware NMT

Network architecture The single-encoder architecture uses conventional NMT architecture 
and directly takes the concatenation of contextual sentences and source sentence as the 
input (Tiedemann and Scherrer 2017). Li et al. (2019) further used BERT to initialize the 
encoder, and adopted context manipulation and multi-task training to model large context. 
Similarly, Ma et al. (2020) adopted segment embeddings to distignuish the source sequence 
from contextual information, and used BERT to initialize the encoder.

To better encode the contextual information, a more common choice is the multi-
encoder approach, where an additional set of encoders and attention models are introduced 
to encode and aggregate contextual information (Jean et  al., 2017; Zhang et  al., 2018b). 
Voita et al. (2018) and Müller et al. (2018) further employed weight sharing between the 
input encoder and the context encoder, and demonstrated that weight sharing can help train 
a stronger context encoder. Miculicich et al. (2018) proposed to use a hierarchical atten-
tion network (HAN) (Yang et al., 2016) to aggregate contextual information using word-
level and sentence-level abstractions, and Yun et al. (2020) further use fully connected self 
attention to conduct sentence-level abstraction. Maruf et al. (2019a) used sparse attention 
to aggregate contextual information in order to select only the useful information. Kang 
et al. (2020) further proposed a context selection module trained via reinforcement learning 
to adaptively select the useful contextual information. Our work is based on multi-encoder 
approach, and we use BERT as the contextual encoder.

Another branch of context-aware NMT is to use post-processing models, where addi-
tional modules are introduced to refine the output from a standard NMT system leveraging 
contextual information (Voita et al., 2019; Xiong et al., 2019a; Zheng et al., 2020). A com-
prehensive survey is provided by Maruf et al. (2019b).

Although previous work on context-aware NMT usually translates each individual sen-
tence with the help of its context, some recent work attempts to directly translate the entire 
document. For example, mBART used multi-language pretrained model to conduct doc-
ument-level translation (Liu et  al., 2020), and Bao et  al. (2021) used group tagging and 
group attention to introduce locality into the encoder-decoder attention.

Evaluation The evaluation of discourse coherence of context-aware NMT has also 
drawn much attention. Voita et  al. (2018) observed that the context-aware NMT model 
implicitly captures anaphora. Bawden et  al. (2018) created a contrastive test set for dis-
course phenomena evaluation. Voita et  al. (2019) conducted a human study on English-
Russian translation, identified three main sources of document-level translation inconsist-
encies, and released a series of test sets targeting these phenomena. Wong et  al. (2020) 
constructed a test suite targeted at cataphora translation and found that context-aware NMT 
outperforms traditional NMT.

Analysis Some recent work analyzed the conditions and reasons of the improvements 
brought by context-aware NMT. Kim et al. (2019) demonstrated that a small context and a 
minimal context encoder is sufficient for context-aware NMT. Li et al. (2020) showed that 
replacing the context sentence with an unrelated sentence does not affect the performance 
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of the context-aware NMT model. We reproduce their experiments with our BERT-based 
NMT model and get some new conclusions (see Table 8).

3  Algorithm

In this section, we will introduce notations, formulations and model architecture in 
Sect. 3.1, and then introduce methods to aggregate contextual information in Sect. 3.2.

3.1  Model architecture

Notations and formulations Let X  and Y denote the source language space and target lan-
guage space respectively. xcurr ∈ X  is the source sentence to be translated, and ycurr ∈ Y 
is the corresponding target sentence. We denote the lengths of xcurr and ycurr as lx and ly 
respectively. The contextual information of xcurr , denoted as C(xcurr) , contains the preceding 
sequences and succeeding sequences of xcurr . Assume there are N contextual sentences in 
C(xcurr) , and let xctx

k
∈ X  denote the kth one. In our work, xcurr is also included in C(xcurr) . 

Let ���� denote a BERT model. Given an input x with Tx units (e.g., words, subwords), 
����(x) outputs a representation (h1, h2,… , hTx ) , where hi is the representation of xi (i.e., 
the ith unit in x).

Let ����(q,K,V) denote the attention layer in Transformer, where q, K and V are query, 
key and value respectively. The key K and value V are two tuples with the same number of 
elements, where ki ∈ K and vi ∈ V  are the ith key-value pair, i ∈ {1, 2,… , |K|} . The atten-
tion layer is mathematically defined as follows:

where Wq , Wk and Wv are parameters to be trained. In Vaswani et al. (2017), ���� is imple-
mented as a multi-head attention model, where the outputs of multiple conventional atten-
tion models are concatenated.

Let ��� denote the feed-forward layer in Transformer, and it is defined as follows:

where x is the input; ����(x) = max(x, 0) ; and W1 , W2 , b1 , b2 are the parameters to be 
learned.

Model architecture We adapt the architecture proposed by  Zhu et  al. (2020) into a 
context-aware version, which is shown in Fig. 3. C is the contextual features outputted by 
BERT, and the encoder and the decoder are used to encode xcurr and generate ycurr respec-
tively. Both the encoder and decoder are L-block stacked networks. For ease of reference, 
briefly denote {1, 2,… , L} as [L].

Integration of contextual features To integrate the contextual features C, we use two par-
allel attention modules: one is the original attention module (i.e., self-attention or encoder-
decoder attention), and the other is used to aggregate the contextual feature C (i.e., Ctx-Enc 

(1)

����(q,K,V) =

|V|∑

i=1

�iWvvi,

�i =
exp

(
(Wqq)

T (Wkki)
)

Z
, Z =

|K|∑

i=1

exp((Wqq)
T (Wkki)),

(2)���(x) = W2����(W1x + b1) + b2,
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attention and Ctx-Dec attention). The outputs of the two parallel modules are averaged as 
shown in Eqs. (3) and (4).

We also use drop-net technique to train the parallel attention (Zhu et  al., 2020). 
For either branch of attention, we pick its output as the final output with probability 
pdrop − net ( 0 ≤ pdrop − net ≤ 0.5 ); w.p. (1 − 2pdrop − net) , we use both the two atten-
tion outputs by averaging them. This ensures that both the contextual features C and the 
conventional NMT model are fully utilized.

Encoder: Let hl
i
 denote the hidden representation of the i-unit in block l, i ∈ [lx] , 

l ∈ [L] . Let Hl
E
 denote (hl

1
, hl

2
,… , hl

lx
) . Specially, H0

E
 is the embedding of xcurr . ����S and 

����C represent the self-attention layer and context-encoder attention layer (i.e., the 
Ctx-Enc module in Fig.  3), where the parameters of different layers are different. We 
then have

As shown in Eq. (3), the contextual features in C are fed into the Ctx-Enc attention. The 
output is averaged with the output of a self-attention layer, and the result is further pro-
cessed by the ��� layer. We will get HL

E
 from the last layer of the encoder.

Decoder: We use sl
t
 to denote the hidden state of the t-unit in the lth block of the 

decoder, t < ly , l ∈ [L] . Define Sl
<t

= (sl
1
,… , sl

t−1
) . At the lth block, we have

(3)
ĥl
i
=

1

2

(
����S(h

l−1
i

,Hl−1
E

,Hl−1
E

) + ����C(h
l−1
i

,C,C)
)
, ∀i ∈ [lx];

Hl
E
= (���(ĥl

1
),… , ���(ĥl

lx
)).

Fig. 3  Network architecture. C is the contextual features outputted by BERT, and can be calculated using 
different modes (i.e. C-mode, F-mode, and H-mode). The encoder and decoder are L-block stacked net-
works, and are used to encode the input and generate the output respectively. Both the encoder and decoder 
utilize the contextual information C 
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Compared to the encoder, an additional encoder-decoder attention ����E is required. After 
obtaining sL

t
 output from the last layer, it can be mapped to the predicted tth word.

3.2  Contextual features

We use BERT to extract contextual features. There are two special tokens in BERT: [���] , 
which is padded at the start of a sentence; and [���] , which is used to separate different 
sequences. We study three different ways/modes to aggregate the contextual information. 
The illustrations are in Fig. 2. 

(1) Concatenation mode (C-mode): Concatenate the contextual sentences as a longer 
sequence, i.e., 

 and encode xctx using BERT. ⟨…⟩ denotes concatenating all the input tokens and 
sequences as a longer sequence. The contextual features extracted by BERT are 
C = ����(xctx).

(2) Flat mode (F-mode): Each contextual sequence is independently encoded and the 
output features are concatenated together. For any x ∈ C(xcurr) , define 

 The contextual feature C is obtained by concatenating all HB(x) together, i.e., 

 where we reuse ⟨…⟩ to represent feature concatenation.
(3) Hierarchical mode (H-mode): To use hierarchical attention (Miculicich et al., 2018), 

we need a word-level attention model ����word and a sentence-level attention model, 
which is exactly what the Ctx-Enc and Ctx-Dec models do in Fig. 3. H-mode is built 
on top of the F-mode. Under H-mode, the contextual information C is different at each 
block in the encoder and decoder. At the lth block in the encoder, for any x ∈ C(xcurr) , 
each HB(x) is processed into a vector through the word-level attention: 

 Then the corresponding contextual information C for the lth layer in the encoder 
is C = {WB(x)|x ∈ C(xcurr)} . Similarly, in the l-block of the decoder, the contextual 
information C is obtained as 

In this way, the contextual features are processed in a hierarchical manner, where a word-
level attention model is applied first, followed by a sentence-level attention model, i.e. the 

(4)

s̄l
t
= ����S(s

l−1
t

, Sl−1
<t+1

, Sl−1
<t+1

);

ŝl
t
=

1

2

(
����C(s̄

l
t
,C,C) + ����E(s̄

l
t
,HL

E
,HL

E
)
)
,

sl
t
= ���(ŝl

t
).

(5)xctx =
⟨
[���], xctx

1
, [���], xctx

2
, [���],… , [���], xctx

N−1
, [���], xctx

N
, [���]

⟩
,

(6)HB(x) = ����(⟨[���], x, [���]⟩).

C =
⟨
HB(x

ctx
1
);HB(x

ctx
2
);… ;HB(x

ctx
N
)
⟩
,

(7)WB(x) = ����word(h
l−1
i

,HB(x),HB(x)).

(8)W̃B(x) = ����word(s
l−1
i

,HB(x),HB(x)), C = {W̃B(x)|x ∈ C(xcurr)}.
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context-encoder and the context-decoder attention models. The illustration is shown in 
Fig. 2c.

3.3  Discussion

With C-mode, all the contextual sentences are encoded together as a longer sequence, so 
that each unit can attend to units from all contextual sentences. With F-mode, each unit 
can only attend to units in the same contextual sequence. Therefore, C-mode can cap-
ture longer-range dependencies and is expected to achieve better translation quality than 
F-mode. However, C-mode requires more memory and computation than F-mode, as dis-
cussed in the next paragraph. H-mode provides a more adaptive way to aggregate con-
textual features, where the words within a contextual sentence are explicitly aggregated 
into one vector, serving as the sentence representation. The sentence-level attention mod-
ule further processes the sentence representations. Compared to C-mode and F-mode, the 
contextual information C for each block in the encoder and decoder are different due to the 
existence of ����word.

Let LB/L, la/li and N denote the numbers of layers of BERT/NMT module, average 
sequence length of contextual sequence/input sentence to be translated, and number of con-
textual sequences. The time complexity of obtaining the contextual features for C-mode, 
F-mode and H-mode are O(LBN2l2

a
) , O(LBNl2a) and O(LBNl2a + 2liN) respectively. That is, 

F-mode and H-mode are expected to be more efficient than C-mode in terms of inference 
speed.

4  Experiments

We conduct experiments on five translation tasks to study the effectiveness of leveraging 
BERT in context-aware NMT.

4.1  Settings

Dataset For ease of reference, denote English, German, Chinese and Russian as En, De, Zh 
and Ru respectively. In this work, we work on two types of context-aware translation tasks 
and five translation tasks in total. The statistics of all datasets are listed in Table 1.

For the first type, the training corpus is provided with paragraph borders. Therefore, we 
can extract contextual information for all sequences. 

(1) IWSLT’14 En↔De: Following Edunov et al. (2018), we lowercase all words, tokenize 
them, and apply BPE with 10k merge operations (Sennrich et al., 2016) jointly on the 
source and target corpus. We randomly split 64 documents from the training corpus as 
the validation set. The test set is the concatenation of tst2010, tst2011, tst2012, dev2010 
and dev2012.

(2) OpenSubtitle2018 En↔Zh: We clean the dataset with a set of predefined rules, which 
is provided in the supplementary material. The Chinese sentences are segmented using 
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Jieba.1 We apply BPE with 10k merge operations on both English and Chinese (not 
shared). The validation and test sets are split from the corpus without overlap to the 
training set.

(3) News En→De: Following Zheng et al. (2020), we choose News Commentary v11 as 
the training set. We use WMT newstest2015 and newstest2016 as the validation and 
test sets respectively. For the second type, the training corpus consists of two parts. 
One part consists of bilingual sentences only without contextual information, and the 
other contains sentences with contextual information.

(4) OpenSubtitle2018 En→Ru: The dataset is released by Voita et al. (2019), with tokenized 
training, validation, and test sets. The training set contains 6M sentences, with 1.5M 
sentences containing three previous sentences as contextual information. A held-out 
dataset is used to evaluate discourse phenomena.

(5) WMT’19 En→De: In WMT’19 En→De, there are 5.18M bilingual data, among which 
1.25M sentences are context-aware. We choose newstest 2015 as the validation set and 
newstest 2016–2019 as test sets.

Model We choose Transformer as the backbone of the translation model. For En↔ Ru 
and En↔Zh, the embedding dimension, feed-forward layer dimension and number of 
encoder/decoder blocks are 512, 2048 and 6 respectively. For IWSLT En↔ De and News 
V11 En→De, we use the same architecture but change the feed-forward layer dimension 
into 1024. For WMT En→De, we use the transformer_big configuration, where the 
embedding dimension, feed-forward layer dimension, and the number of encoder/decoder 
blocks are 1024, 4096 and 6 respectively. The dropout rate is 0.1 for En↔ Zh and 0.3 for 
remaining tasks.

For BERT, we use the pretrained BERT models released by transformers package.2 
For IWSLT De→En, OpenSubtitle Zh→ En and WMT En→ De translation, we use bert-
base-german-cased, bert-base-chinese and bert-large respectively. For 
the remaining tasks, we use bert-base model.

Table 1  Dataset statistics

The first two columns represent the task and language pairs. The next three columns represent the numbers 
of sentences in training, validation and test sets. In the last two rows of “train” column, both the number of 
total bilingual sequences and that of context-aware sequences are reported. The last column represents the 
number of BPE merge operation and whether the source and target corpus are concatenated to obtain the 
BPE mapping table

Task Language Train Valid Test BPE ops

IWSLT’14 En↔De 160k 7k 6.8k 10k/shared
OpenSubtitle’18 En↔Zh 2M 10.3k 10.4k 10k/not shared
News En→De 0.4M 3k 34k 10k/shared
OpenSubtitle’18 En→Ru 6M/1.5M 10k 10k 32k/shared
WMT En→De 5.18M/1.25M 3k 9k 32k/shared

1 https:// github. com/ fxsjy/ jieba.
2 https:// github. com/ huggi ngface/ trans forme rs.

https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba
https://github.com/huggingface/transformers
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Choice of contextual information In this work, we explore several ways to select the 
contextual sequences: (1) Choose m sentences before xcurr as the contextual information 
(denoted as “(m prev)” in the results). (2) Choose n sentences after xcurr as the contextual 
information (denoted as “(n next)”). (3) Choose one previous sentence and one succeed-
ing sentence of xcurr as the contextual information (denoted as “(1 prev, 1 next)”). xcurr is 
included in each setting.

Training strategy For all tasks, we first train a conventional sentence-level NMT model 
using all available data, and then finetune the context-aware NMT model warm started from 
the sentence-level model on the context-aware data. We use Adam optimizer (Kingma and 
Ba, 2015) with learning rate 5 × 10−4 and inverse square root learning rate scheduler (Vas-
wani et al., 2017). The IWSLT En↔De, OpenSubtitle En→Ru/En↔ Zh and News En→ De 
are trained on a single GPU with batchsize 6k. The models for WMT En→ De are trained 
on eight GPUs with the effective batchsize as 64k tokens per GPU. The drop-net is fixed 
as 0.5. All models are trained until convergence, and we choose the best checkpoint on the 
validation set.

Evaluation For IWSLT’14 En↔ De and OpenSubtitle En↔ Zh tasks, we use beam search 
with beam width 5 and length penalty 1.0 to generate sentences. For En→ Ru task, we use 
beam search with beam width 5 and length penalty 0.0 to generate sentences since the 
dataset contains many short sentences. For IWSLT’14 En↔ De translation and Opensubti-
tle En→Ru, following the common practice, we use multi-bleu.perl to evaluate the 
translation quality.3 For other tasks, we use sacreBLEU for evaluation.4

4.2  Results with contextual sequences only

The results for IWSLT’14 En↔ De and OpenSubtitle En↔ Zh are shown in Table 2, and the 
results for news En→ De are reported in Table 5.

Generally, encoding contextual information with BERT can significantly boost the per-
formances compared to the vanilla Transformer baseline (i.e., the row “Transformer”). The 
BERT-NMT (Zhu et al., 2020) model improves the standard Transformer on En↔ De and 
En→ Zh by large margins. Compared to BERT-NMT baseline, leveraging contextual infor-
mation is helpful. We have the following observations:

(1) Among the three different contextual information encoding methods, C-mode out-
performs the other two (i.e., F-mode and H-mode) in terms of BLEU score. Taking De→ En 
translation with contextual information “m prev” (m=1, 2, 3) as an example, the best 
BLEU score that C-mode can obtain is 36.64, while the scores for F-mode and H-mode 
are 36.48 and 36.15. Compared with F-mode, in C-mode, the contextual information is 
attended to a longer range, so that the contextual information can be utilized more effec-
tively. Although HAN (Miculicich et al., 2018) achieves good results on the context-aware 
NMT, the benefits of H-mode gradually disappears when using BERT as contextual infor-
mation encoder. Comparing the results of F-mode and H-mode across different tasks in 
Table 2, H-mode has no significant advantages. That is, the features encoded by BERT can 
be directly applied to NMT model without leveraging the ����word.

On the other hand, on some tasks like De→ En and Zh→En, using previous contextual 
information only, the best BLEU scores that C-mode and F-mode can achieve are within 

3 https:// github. com/ moses- smt/ moses decod er/ blob/ master/ scrip ts/ gener ic/ multi- bleu. perl.
4 https:// github. com/ mjpost/ sacre BLEU.

https://github.com/moses-smt/mosesdecoder/blob/master/scripts/generic/multi-bleu.perl
https://github.com/mjpost/sacreBLEU
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0.3 BLEU gap. If inference speed or memory efficiency is more important to the user, 
F-mode is a better choice.

(2) On English↔German translation, models using future information (i.e., the sentences 
after the one to be translated) generally outperform models that only use historical informa-
tion (preceding sentences). On En→ De translation, leveraging three next sentences as con-
textual information is the best strategy. On De→En, the best strategy is to choose one next 
sentence associated with one previous sentence as the contextual information. This shows 
that the future information in the source side is also important for the translation quality.5

(3) When using BERT, there is no consistent result on how many sequences should be 
selected as contextual information. A general trend shown in Table 2 is that using three 
contextual sequences is better than using one only, no matter whether leveraging the previ-
ous sequences or the next ones.

Computational overhead We counted the inference speed and memory consumption of 
each model on the IWSLT’14 De→ En task, and the results are shown in Table 3. For all 
models, we set the batch size as 128 sentences per batch.

As expected, F-mode outperforms C-mode in terms of both inference speed and mem-
ory efficiency. Although the asymptotic space complexity of H-mode is smaller than that 
of F-mode, it actually requires more calculations and more memory due to the two levels 
of attention.

Case study To demonstrate the effectiveness and necessity of the context-aware NMT, 
we show three examples from OpenSubtitle Zh→ En task and report them in Table 4, where 
Src, Ref, HS and HC stand for input, reference, sentence-level translation and context-aware 

Table 2  BLEU scores on 
IWSLT’14 En↔ De and 
OpenSubtitle En↔ Zh datasets

Bold numbers to denote the best results for each task

Model Context En→De De→En En→Zh Zh→En

Transformer – 28.51 35.08 18.17 19.43
BERT-NMT – 30.45 36.11 19.57 19.60
C-mode 1 prev 30.69 36.50 19.40 20.24

2 prev 30.65 36.64 19.92 20.20
3 prev 30.75 36.51 20.06 20.50
1 next 30.66 36.57 19.51 20.14
2 next 30.80 36.45 19.84 20.12
3 next 30.89 36.63 19.67 20.44
1 prev, 1 next 30.75 36.84 19.87 20.34

F-mode 1 prev 30.28 36.33 19.17 19.99
2 prev 30.25 36.25 19.47 20.18
3 prev 30.21 36.48 19.27 20.06

H-mode 1 prev 30.25 35.93 18.91 19.95
2 prev 30.32 36.03 18.99 19.84
3 prev 30.22 36.15 18.96 19.43

5 We tried the setting (1 prev, 1 next) on IWSLT En↔ De with F-mode and H-mode. The correspond-
ing BLEU scores for En→ De are 30.23 (F-mode) and 30.11 (H-mode), and those for De→ En are 36.16 
(F-mode) and 35.98 (H-mode), which are outperformed by the corresponding scores in C-mode. Therefore, 
we did not work on all the settings of F-mode and H-mode due to resource limitation.
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translation. The contextual sequences and the input to be translated are colored by red and 
blue respectively. We can see that there are several advantages of context-aware NMT over 
the sentence-level translation model:

(1) Subjects In the first example, HS gives the correct sentence-level translation, but no 
subject is inferred. According to the previous source sentence, we know the subject 
should be “I”. HC correctly recovers the “I” based on the contextual information.

Table 3  The inference speed 
(sentences per second) and 
memory consumption (GB) of 
different models on IWSLT’14 
De→En

Context Model Sent (s) Mem (GB)

– Transformer 117.44 6.4
BERT-NMT 72.11 12.3

1 prev C-mode 64.94 13.4
F-mode 66.72 12.8
H-mode 45.86 17.3

2 prev C-mode 56.41 15.2
F-mode 63.71 14.2
H-mode 51.67 22.2

3 prev C-mode 49.69 16.1
F-mode 60.22 14.8
H-mode 40.48 27.4

Table 4  Examples of Zh→ En translation
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(2) Consistency In the second example, we should use past progressive, which is more 
consistent in the context. In HS , the usage of past tense makes it inconsistent with the 
complete translation, while such a drawback is overcome in HC.

(3) Tenses In the third example, we know this is a conversation. It is a common practice to 
use “how did you know it was me” in the chat. Therefore, HC gives a better translation 
result.

For news En→ De translation, we work on C-mode only, since it achieves the best BLEU 
scores among all three modes. The results are in Table 5. The baseline BLEU scores of the 
standard Transformer and BERT-NMT are 24.2 and 27.1 respectively, where BERT-NMT 
has already significantly outperformed most of the recently proposed method (Miculicich 
et al., 2018; Maruf et al., 2019a; Zheng et al., 2020; Ma et al., 2020; Bao et al., 2021) for 
context-aware translation. Kang et al. (2020) performs better than BERT-NMT but worse 
than our method. By using BERT to encode contextual sentences, we can boost the scores 
to 27.7/28.2 with one previous/next sentence as contextual information. The results on 
news En→ De also verify that leveraging future contextual information is helpful to boost 
the performances of En→De.

4.3  Results with a mixed sequences

We then analyze a more realistic setting where a large-scale context-agnostic data and a 
small-scale context-aware data is available.

The results for En→ Ru are shown in Table 6. Following Voita et al. (2019), we repro-
duce the baseline and get 32.73 BLEU score, which is slightly better than that in  Voita 
et  al. (2019). Then we finetune the baseline using contextual sequences. In the test set, 
each sentence is provided with three previous sentences as contextual information. There-
fore, we only try C-mode using preceding sequences. By using contextual information, 
the BLEU scores can be improved from 32.73 to 33.26, outperforming the CADec (Voita 
et al., 2019). We observe that in this task, the translation quality benefits from more con-
textual sequences.

Table 5  Results on news v11 
En→ De translation

The choice of contextual information is reported within brackets. 
C-model is used for experiments

Model BLEU

Transformer 24.2
BERT-NMT 27.1
Ours (1 prev) 27.7
Ours (1 next) 28.2
HAN (Miculicich et al., 2018) 25.03
SAN (Maruf et al., 2019a) 24.84
Zheng et al. (2020) 24.91
Flat-Transformer (Ma et al., 2020) 24.52
HAN + DCS-PF (Kang et al., 2020) 27.61
G-Transformer (Bao et al., 2021) 26.14
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We then evaluate our method on the OpenSubtitle En→ Ru contrastive test sets for dis-
course phenomena. Each sample in the test set consists of a translation with correct dis-
course phenomenon and several translations with incorrect phenomena. Specifically, we 
evaluate our model on two tasks: Ellipsis infl and Ellipsis VP,6 and the results are reported 
in the last column of Table 6. Compared to the baseline, our methods achieve promising 
improvements on ellipsis task. The best ellipsis inflection is achieved with two contextual 
sentences, and the ellipsis VP increases w.r.t. the number of contextual sequences. There is 
some gap between our proposed model and CADec, which leverages both source side and 
target side contextual sequences. We will explore how to leverage the contextual informa-
tion from the target side in the future.

Finally, we conduct experiments on WMT En→ De translation. Due to resource limita-
tion, we only work on using one future sentence as contextual information and the experi-
ments are conduted under C-mode. The results are in Table 7. Compared to the Transformer 
baseline, leveraging contextual information can make significant improvement, i.e., about 1 
point BLEU improvement on each task. Our method is also significantly better than BERT-
NMT with p < 0.01 on news16 and news18, and p < 0.05 on news17 and news19 (Koehn, 
2004). The results on OpenSubtitle En→ Ru and WMT En→ De demonstrate that given a 
relatively large amount of bilingual data without contextual information and a portion of 
context-aware data, our method can still improve the translation quality. Our model also 
outperforms mBART on news19 testset, i.e., 40.0 v.s. 37.1 (Liu et al., 2020), with compa-
rable number of parameters (600M for our model, and 610M for mBART).

4.4  Analysis

In this section, we answer the following questions: 

(1) Does our model learn to capture contextual information? Following Li et al. (2020), 
we implement two variants of our method by replacing the context sentence with a 

Table 6  Results on OpenSubtitle 
En→Ru

Numbers of contextual sequences are listed with brackets

Model Context BLEU Ellipsis infl/VP

Results from Voita et al. (2019)
Transformer – 32.40 53.0/28.4
CADec 3 prev 32.38 72.2/80.0
Our results
Transformer – 32.73 53.0/28.6
BERT-NMT – 32.92 54.2/29.6
Ours 1 prev 33.16 60.6/59.2

2 prev 33.22 63.0/66.2
3 prev 33.26 62.6/68.4

6 We do not evaluate our model on the other tasks, because the other tasks require modeling target side 
context, while our model can only utilize source side context. We will explore leveraging BERT into the 
target side in the future.
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random sentence or a fixed sentence, which are denoted as “Ours (random context)” 
and “Ours (fixed context)” respectively.

(2) How much benefit does BERT bring? We first evaluate two simple baselines where the 
context encoder is initialized randomly (denoted as Rand-Ctx-Enc) and warm-started 
from the NMT model (denoted as NMT-Ctx-Enc). Then, We choose another baseline 
where the contextual encoder is the word embeddings (without positional embeddings) 
as in Kim et al. (2019) (denoted as WB-Ctx-Enc). Finally, we compare with the mini-
batch embedding (MBE) for context-aware translation (Morishita et al., 2021), where 
each mini-batch is composed of sentences from the same document and thus contains 
contextual information.

(3) Why do we use averaging and drop-net to integrate contextual information, rather 
than the gating mechanism (Jean et al., 2017; Bawden et al., 2018; Kim et al., 2019)? 
To evaluate its effectiveness, we train a model without drop-net denoted as “Ours (no 
drop-net)”, and another model with gating mechanism denoted as “Ours (gating)”.

We conduct experiments on IWSLT’14 En↔ De and use C-mode with one previous sen-
tence (1 prev) as the contextual information. The results are shown in Table 8.

For the first question, we can see that both “Ours (random context)” and “Ours (fixed 
context)” perform worse than our method. This shows that BERT captures the relation-
ship among different context sequences. For the second question, we can see that BERT is 
a strong contextual encoder and it outperforms all other contextual encoders. This shows 
that models pre-trained on a large corpus can extract the contextual information for con-
text-aware NMT. Rand-Ctx-Enc performs even worse than Transformer, indicating that it 
is hard for the contextual encoder to learn contextual dependency from scratch. For the 
recently proposed MBE, its performance is far behind the pre-training based methods on 

Table 7  Results on WMT 
En→ De translation

news16 news17 news18 news19

Transformer 35.2 29.0 42.2 39.0
BERT-NMT 35.8 29.5 42.9 39.5
Ours 36.3 30.0 43.7 40.0

Table 8  Ablation study on 
IWSLT’14 En↔ De dataset

Model En→De De→En

Transformer 28.51 35.08
BERT-NMT 30.45 36.11
Ours 30.69 36.50
Ours (random context) 30.09 36.10
Ours (fixed context) 30.29 36.12
Rand-Ctx-Enc 28.58 34.84
NMT-Ctx-Enc 28.71 34.88
WB-Ctx-Enc 28.81 34.50
MBE (Morishita et al., 2021) 28.32 34.33
Ours (no drop-net) 29.65 35.54
Ours (gating) 29.58 35.63
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IWSLT En↔ De translation, which shows the effectiveness of using pre-trained models in 
context-aware NMT. For the last question, we can see that averaging and drop-net signifi-
cantly outperforms gating mechanism. A possible explanation is that BERT can produce 
high-quality contextual features, so that the gating mechanism is no longer necessary. 
Besides, drop-net is important for our model, which serves as a regularization.

4.5  Context‑aware NMT with different pre‑trained models

To verify the effectiveness of our proposed method, in addition to BERT  (Devlin et  al., 
2019), we also use RoBERTa  (Liu et  al., 2019) and ELECTRA  (Clark et  al., 2020) for 
context-aware NMT. More specifically, we use the roberta-base and google/
electra-base-discriminator from Huggingface. We conduct experiments on 
IWSLT’14 En→ De translation. Given an input sentence, the contextual information we use 
is its next two sentences (i.e., the “2 next” in Table 2).

The results are in Table  9. Compared to the standard BERT, using more recent pre-
trained models, RoBERTa and ELECTRA, brings more improvements. Our proposed 
method for context-aware NMT outperforms the corresponding baseline without contex-
tual information on both RoBERTa and ELECTRA, which shows the effectiveness of our 
method.

5  Conclusions and future work

In this work, we study how to effectively leverage BERT in context-aware neural machine 
translation. We mainly study three approaches to extract and aggregate the contextual fea-
tures, i.e., concatenation mode, flat mode and hierarchical mode. We find that in terms 
of accuracy, concatenation mode achieves the best results. We apply our discovery to five 
translation tasks in total and get promising improvements. Our work provides thorough 
analysis on using BERT for context-aware NMT and sets a strong baseline, which can help 
future work in this field.

For future work, there are many interesting directions. First, we will study how to lever-
age BERT into the target side of the translation model. Second, how to effectively leverage 
monolingual data for context-aware NMT is another topic to be explored. Third, Improving 
the inference efficiency is another interesting topic.

Author Contributions XW, YX, JZ, LW and SX got the basic ideas of the paper. XW and JZ conducted 
experiments. XW wrote the manuscript and all the authors revised the paper together. TQ supervised the 
project.

Table 9  Results of IWSLT’14 
En→ De with different pre-trained 
models

“Context” represents the number of sequences as contextual informa-
tion

Context BERT RoBERTa ELECTRA 

0 2 0 2 0 2

BLEU 30.45 30.80 30.81 31.21 30.70 31.02
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